
BUGMANIA   -  Elementary Art Lesson 

BIG IDEA: Students will create a wild and wonderful colored composition with insects, as the subject, in their 
outdoor environment. 

National Standards for Visual Arts: 

Anchor Standard #1. Generate and conceptualize artistic ideas and work. 

Anchor Standard #2. Organize and develop artistic ideas and work. 

Anchor Standard #10.  Synthesize and relate knowledge and personal experiences to make art. 

Materials: 

. Paper 

. Markers 

. Crayons 

. other supplies as desired 

CONTEMPLATIONS PRIOR TO BEGINNING: 

What is it that bugs do in their life time? What are some of the insects, or bugs, that you have come across while 
outdoors? What shapes and sizes were they? When you look at the shape of a specific insect can you see how some 
parts of their body could be sketched, first by using simple geometric or organic shapes? This is a way to begin that 
helps to ensure that the proportions are correct to each other. (Example: the head might fit into the shape of a half 
circle and the body into an oval) What environment do they live in? How would it look around your chosen insect? 
What colors and designs are on the body of your chosen insect? 

ACTIVITY STEPS: 

1. Draw your composition lightly in pencil. Draw LARGE! Your insect is the focal point. 
2. Add the designs or pattern of the body of your insect. This is after adding legs, eyes, antennas, and whatever.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

Now decide what portion of the surrounding environment you will draw around your insect. 
3. Add color. Use colors that are vibrant and give contrast.  
4. Optional: use a thin marker to outline portions of the insect for emphasis if desire. (I do not recommend 

outlining the background. You want it to stay less important.)                    
 
 
Assessment: 
1. Do you have a focal point? (a large insect that takes up at least 40% of the page) 
2. Does your insect command attention by the pattern and coloration of it, within the rest of your 

composition?                                                                                                                           
3. Can the person viewing your work identify the environment of your insect? 
4. Can the person viewing your insect identify what type of insect it is? 
5. On a scale of 1 to 5, how successful would you rate yourself on this completed composition? 

 

 


